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Book 1 in the Fixed Trilogy

"This book blew me away." - Emma Hart, NY Times Bestselling author of The Love Game

"Read it in an air-conditioned room or turn on the fan--it. is. HOT." - Melanie Harlow, author of Speak Easy

Fixed on You is the first book in a trilogy but ends without a cliffhanger. Due to mature material, it is
recommended for ages 17+.

Stalking and restraining orders are a thing of Alayna Wither's past. With her MBA newly in hand, she has
her future figured out--move up at the nightclub she works at and stay away from any guy who might trigger
her obsessive love disorder. A perfect plan.

But what Alayna didn't figure on is Hudson Pierce, the new owner of the nightclub. He's smart, rich, and
gorgeous--the kind of guy Alayna knows to stay away from if she wants to keep her past tendencies in check.

Except, Hudson's fixed his sights on her. He wants her in his bed and makes no secret of it. Avoiding him
isn't an option after he offers a business proposition she can't turn down and she's drawn further into his
universe, unable to resist his gravitational pull. When she learns Hudson has a dark history of his own, she
realizes too late that she's fallen for the worst man she could possibly get involved with. Or maybe their less
than ideal pasts give them an opportunity to heal each other and finally find the love their lives have been
missing.
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From reader reviews:

Warren Damron:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing
for us to know everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that book
has different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book. They are really
reading whatever they consider because their hobby is actually reading a book. Think about the person who
don't like looking at a book? Sometime, particular person feel need book whenever they found difficult
problem or maybe exercise. Well, probably you will need this Fixed on You.

Joyce Morgan:

The book Fixed on You can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. So just why must we leave a very important thing like a book Fixed on You? A few of you have a
different opinion about reserve. But one aim in which book can give many info for us. It is absolutely proper.
Right now, try to closer with the book. Knowledge or facts that you take for that, it is possible to give for
each other; it is possible to share all of these. Book Fixed on You has simple shape nevertheless, you know:
it has great and large function for you. You can appear the enormous world by wide open and read a e-book.
So it is very wonderful.

David Wysocki:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading behavior give
you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the
book which improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based on what kind of book
you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with education books but if you want feel happy read one
together with theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. The particular Fixed on You is kind of
guide which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Alberto Turcotte:

Reading a book to be new life style in this yr; every people loves to learn a book. When you study a book
you can get a lot of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, because book has a lot
of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of book that you have read. If
you want to get information about your examine, you can read education books, but if you act like you want
to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, such us novel, comics, and soon. The Fixed on You
provide you with a new experience in studying a book.
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